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survepesu defies the finnish winter and de-ices with F!
water jetting in the winter? ...and in 
frosty finland? this sounds absurd at 
first glance, but is a day-to-day task 
for the contract jetter survepesu 
from tallin in estonia. when the north-
ern european winter arrives, with 
subzero average temperatures of 
-10° in finland and estonia, there's 
plenty to do for the 30 person crew.

surverpesu is 
repeatedly 
called to the 
new port in 
helsinki to 
d e - i c e 
freight ships. 
after sailing 
through the 
baltic, the 
entire ship is 
often cov-
ered with a 

layer of ice from the spray. 

thanks to its robust 
construction and the 
standard anti-frost 
system fitted in the 
F -equipment, 
water jetting work is 
not a problem, even 
at temperatures well 
below zero. 

www.survepesu.ee
the hatches can't be opened and 
the containers are frozen solid. even 
frozen vehicle weighbridges are 
constantly being put out of commis-
sion by ice and frost.

no problem for survepeso's "defrost-
ers": with the F-trailers using hot 
water and up to 500 bar of opera-
tional pressure, the ice melts in  
seconds and everything is back on 
track.

graffiti removal on bridge stanchions: 
removed faster than applied!

graffiti causes billions of euros in 
damage across europe every year.  
there are many options for removing 
graffiti, but they are often very 
expensive.

the F water jetting technique is 
perfect for use on many surfaces: 
concrete, tiled underpasses or glass, 
metal and plastic facades are 
quickly freed from the paint.

the hipojet company from the alsace 
(france) benefitted from this last 
year, when it was contracted by the 
DRIRE east (road construction office) 
to remove the graffiti from seven 
bridge stanchions along the D430.

www.hipojet.fr

the jet-blasting contractor used a 
trail jet 30 for this job, with 500 bar 
operating pressure. managing direc-
tor jean-marc wissler: "we decided to 
use a trailer system in order to be as 
flexible and mobile as possible. the 
speed-controlled pointspeed nozzle 
was used individually on the sub-
strate of the bridge. we were able to 
remove the graffiti without a trace, 
without damaging the concrete sur-
face."

about 140 m² of graffiti was removed 
from seven bridges in just three days. 
"the simple operation of the machine 
makes quick and easy work of it.", 
according to jean-marc wissler.

simple water preparation with the cont sed 100!
a provider frequently receives the 
contract for complete project devel-
opment, from jetting work to waste 
water disposal. with the cont sed 100, 
F offers a simple option for 
cleaning jetting water. 

the sophisticated functional princi-
ple is based on slow flow speeds 

and large areas of deposition within 
the cont sed 100. the heavier the dirt 
particle, the better the sedimenta-
tion functions. the new waste water 
pump P230 (see reverse) pumps the 
dirty jetting water into the cont sed 100. 
up to 100 litres of dirty water can be 
sedimented per minute. the cont sed 
100 thus has a total volume of 7000 l, 
corresponding to the performance 
of three to four normal waste con-
tainers - producing a better result 

and a significantly lower 
space requirement at 
the project site.

in most cases, the cont sed 100 
fulfils the requirements of the 

contractor. no additional ener-
gy and personnel are necessary. 

the waste water can be drained via 

an outlet tap at any time, while the dirt remains in 
the container and is then picked up by the waste 
disposal company.

more information at www.falch.com or call the hot-
line: +49 7337/81-222




